




















The pavilion will highlight the GCC’s achievements and  unity 

by creating an experience that showcases the links  between 

its member states, including their sharedhistory,  religion and

culture.

GCC

Reflecting Grenada’s calm, safe and peaceful lifestyle, the  pavilion 

features tranquil waters that mirror its relaxed and  hospitable

people. A country of rich history and culture passed  down through

generations.

GRENADA

‘Enrol’ at Campus Germany for the lesson of a lifetime.Visitors  can 

wear cutting-edge connected devices as they venture  through 

wonderful array of creative environmental ideas with  real-liferesults.

GERMANY

Reflecting its culture, heritage and technologies, including its  

space programme, ‘new India’ shows the strengths ofhuman  

resources and youth aspirations. Enjoy food festivals, literary  

shows, music anddance.

INDIA

Explore how Indonesia is creating a better future with  

innovations that merge modern technologies and local  

knowledge. Expect cultural performances originatingfrom  

different regions of the archipelago,an art exhibition and a  

delightful culinary journey.

INDONESIA

Experience Ireland’s culture and history, creativity and  innovation 

throughout the pavilion. Experience Ireland as an  unrivalled

place of inspiration,with a long and deeply rooted  heritage of 

ingenuity, imagination andinnovation.

IRELAND

Italy will tell a story of culture,art, sustainability,education,  

science, security and innovation. Embark on a journey  

through history to the future, inspired by the connecting  routes 

of theMediterranean.

ITALY

Get inspired to put the ‘Join.Sync.Act.’ message into action, and

discover the vibrant art, culture and technology of the Far

Eastern nation. Enjoy a restaurant with both Japanese and

local elements.

JAPAN

Luxembourg will highlight the resources that have  contributed to

the country’s success, and the essential need  to preserve them 

and create new opportunities through  their intelligentuse.

LUXEMBOURG

The carbon net-zero pavilion showcases the best of  

Malaysia’s culture and its commitment to balance  socio-

economic progress with environmentalconcerns  for a 

sustainable future.

MALAYSIA

Embark on a journey along the Niger River in joyful anticipation  of 

finding a precious treasure. Discover the value chain of  cotton and 

centuries-old Malian weavingtechniques.

MALI

Dive deep into the Indian Ocean and virtually hike through the  

Mauritanian forests.A free trip to Mauritius is up for grabs if you  can 

selfie while yousurf!

MAURITIUS

Discover a country with a far-reaching vision for sustainability  and 

experience its culture through authentic Kuwaiti dishes.Get  to know 

the people through an aural experience of music, song  and poetry.

KUWAIT

Take a journey through imagination and thought. Feel a  soft 

breeze and occasionally, a refreshing mist when you  walk inside

the Latvia pavilion - a space that creates a more  breathable

future.

LATVIA

Malawi’s pavilion will showcase the country’s rich  

culture, business opportunities, tourism, historicaland

transformational journey in various sectors, and willoffer  an 

overall funexperience.

MALAWI

Showcasing the wonder of mobility and how it changes our  lives, 

the pavilion features the best of Korean technology,art  and the 

nation’s modern culture, including its world famous  K-pop music.

REPUBLIC OF KOREA
























































































